TFW Policy Meeting 7/6/17
Introduction for the SFLO Parcel Data Presentation by Luke Rogers
The purpose of Luke’s presentation is to share/refresh folks about this resource
with an eye towards helping you understand how you might use it as a tool in
your own Template evaluation process.
This resource was initially funded with a federal grant secured by WFFA for the
Rural Technology Institute at the University of Washington to help everyone,
including ourselves, better characterize SFLOs across the Washington Landscape.
The RCWs and WACs require SFLOs have: “. . . alternate harvest restrictions on
smaller harvest units that may have a relatively low impact on aquatic resources.”
We likely all have differing interpretations of this legislative and regulatory
requirement which will play out over the next several months.
“relatively low impact” can be looked at from both a site specific and landscape
level. The science review/assessment due later this year should help us with the
site specific level risk assessment. This Parcel Data tool should help each of us
better understand any potential landscape level risks, or “cumulative affects”.
This communication is intended to give you heads up about the potential tool to
help Luke’s presentation be more meaningful, and hopefully encourage more
questions about the data/tool. If you wish to do more pre-work check out these
links:
http://www.ruraltech.org/projects/wrl/fldb/pdf/The_2007_Washington_State_F
orestland_Database.pdf
http://www.ruraltech.org/projects/wrl/fldb/tables/05_SFLO_stream_miles_WRIA
.html
http://www.ruraltech.org/projects/wrl/fldb/#tables

&/or review snipets in the following pages:

SFLO

Stream Reach Harvest Potential of SFLO Template
What are landscape level stream reach distances of concern?
1.

18% of the Fish stream reaches are owned by SFLO’s. There
are about 57,976 statewide miles of fish streams, of which only 10,536 are owned by
SFLO’s.

2.

0.36% of the fish stream reaches would/could be subject
to adjacent harvest in an average year. Assuming 50 year adjacent
upland harvest rotations (probably conservative for smalls), then (18%/50 years =
0.36%).

3.

Worst case WRIA scenario still seems de minimis from a
landscape point of view. Using the stream reach data from the WRIA with
the highest % of SFLO ownership (#2 San Juan WRIA - 57% SFLO fish stream reach
ownership) and the same assumption above provides a worst case WRIA scenario. In
reality, this particular WRIA is mostly TYPE S likely precluded from full template
utilization – a more appropriate worst case WRIA would be Kitsap (at 46% SFLO stream
ownership) but we’ve stayed with San Juan to ensure a credible worst case WRIA
scenario:
 57% of the fish stream reach is owned by SFLO’s (134 miles of fish stream/76
miles of SFLO fish stream)
 1.14% of the fish stream reach would/could be subject to adjacent harvest in
an average year. (57%/50 year rotations)

These landscape level potential RMZ risk factors don’t appear
to be cumulative beyond 10-20 years of green up.

